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There are thousands of perfume body oils available in the market today. Perfume lovers can now
find their favorite scents in an alcohol- free oil and at a fraction of the cost! Varieties such as Ed
Hardy (types) and the latest from Creed (types) have recently become very popular among
fragrance oil users. The classics such as Egyptian Musk and Blue Nile still do pretty well and are
just as popular now as they were in the 70â€™s. Perfume oils are said to inspire the mind while
captivating the spirit. Since there are varieties upon varieties, it is best to know whether your
customers prefer sweet, woodsy, or floral perfume oil types. This will help you choose the right
fragrances that are specific to the needs of your market. This also ensures that you keep well within
your budget and save on scents!

First, consider the perfume oils that are ideal for your market. Since there are many brand names,
you should visit wholesale perfume oil sites as well as department stores to read all about fragrance
descriptions. It might be a good idea to spend an hour or so smelling the actual perfume to see how
your supplierâ€™s perfume oils compare to the actual perfume. The good thing is that there are always
new oils entering the market, so you arenâ€™t limited to just a few. Looking at safety, effectiveness and
price can determine the kind of wholesale perfume oils to look for. When purchasing online, pay
special attention to the details of different oils. Some people are allergic to certain ingredients and
this is a good time to check for key allergens. Some customers will have a preference for designer
oils and others will prefer traditional scents such as Egyptian Musk and Blue Nile. You should never
assume what a customer will like and you should make it a point to ask questions regarding brand
preference, scent profile, and whether your customers prefer progressive or imported fragrance oils.

To make sure you maximize on product selection, you should see if your supplier will sell you
smaller quantities. If a supplier offers e-mail incentives that reward frequent buyers, it may be a
good idea to join their e-mail list. Suppliers offer coupons that will give you free shipping or a
percentage off for new or returning customers. Any amount of money saved helps maximize your
profit potential. The bottom line is to do your home work and only buy from trusted perfume oil
companies. Make sure safety is kept a priority. People will prefer different scents; personal tastes
cannot be overruled when it comes to perfume oils and scents. However, it is helpful to base your
choice on the quality of the product. This is the only way to ensure an informed purchase. Buying
products and later regretting it can be daunting; especially when you have spent a lot of money on it.
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